BUCKET BOYS CD “BURN BABY BURN”
20 great instrumentals for film & TV
(POPVIRUS SOUNDTRACK, POP-PS-166)
"If you need heroes, send in the Bucket Boys!"
The music of cult bands like Tito & Tarantula or Willy Deville as well as films by cult directors
Quentin Tarantino or Robert Rodriguez are the inspiring force behind the unmistakable sound of
the desert-desperados BUCKET BOYS.
The blend of Country, Rockabilly, Surf, Roots and Americana with a pinch of chili often sounds
better than the originals and every note seems to whirl you into a movie where the support rolls
get the Oscars. And all that coming out of Germany?
The BUCKET BOYS' mastermind Helge Lange proves that the credibile American guitar feeling
usually found somewhere between Arizona and Chicago can also be produced somewhere in
Germany.
Endless miles of Autobahn, hundreds of gigs and close to twenty years of tequila induced fantasies
have made the musicians, the BUCKET BOYS to what they are today. An explosive and
unconventional live band like no other in Germany.
Its in the nature of things, that the desert-desperados music tends to project an array of pictures
onto the listener's mental screen. That's reason enough to finally produce an album which is 100%
celluloid oriented. Together with cult rock producer and composer freak Siggi Bemm junior, the
BUCKET BOYS isolated themselves from the outside and the world and brought forth an album
which not only will blow the minds of documentary makers but will also provide Reality TV with a
kick.
The botton line is, one doesn't always have to turn to America when looking for good music. Here
we are: The BUCKET BOYS with their firstborn BURN BABY BURN for the POPVIRUS Library.
Starring: Helge Lange as song killer, the BUCKET BOYS as Glorious Bastards + Siggi Bemm
junior as Terminator. The bloodhounds are on the loose and the world of TV literally has to be on
the lookout!
(from: www.popvirus.de)
contact / booking / merchandising:
BISHOPS AGENCY | Winkeln 141 | D-41068 Mönchengladbach
TEL +49-2161-953995, FAX +49-2161-953999, BIAgency@Bucket-Boys.com
www.Bucket-Boys.com
more BUCKET BOYS @ BOGEYMAN MUSIC:
CD SPANISH SUN (9/1999)
CD SPANISH FUN – THE CUSTOM SHOP COLLECTION (11/1999)
CD SPANISH PUN – THE CUSTOM SHOP COLLECTION (11/1999)
CD DEEP DEPARTURE (12/2000)
CD SWEAT (7/2003)
CD HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD (5/2006)
Maxi-CD SUNSET BAR (4/2007)
CD KILLING CLUB (5/2009)
CD LEAVIN' GAIL (10/2011)

